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Natoli Engineering Company Introduces Colored Tooling Storage Boxes 
 
 
ST. CHARLES, MO., U.S. (Aug 7, 2017) — Natoli Engineering Company, Inc. 
continues to satisfy customer needs by announcing an exclusive addition to their Tablet 
Compression Accessories Catalog, red and black colored tooling storage boxes. Like 
their standard cream storage boxes, the new colored boxes are constructed of easy-to-
clean, FDA compliant materials. 
 
The new color options provide one of the easiest and safest ways to handle and store 
compression tooling, and make organizing tooling simple. Punches and dies can be 
stored together in sets, and molded keyways and guides prevent tool damage. Trays 
have drainage holes for water or excess oil to escape. An optional handle kit allows for 
ease of use in multiple applications such as ultrasonic cleaning systems. 
 
The new colors offer additional benefits for companies looking to differentiate tooling: 
 
• Easily identify clean and dirty tools 
• Distinguish different sizes of tooling 
• Keep tools for different products or presses separate 
 
“We are excited about this new addition to our comprehensive Accessories 
Catalog…another example of how Natoli Engineering provides stellar customer service. 
We listen to our customers’ needs and strive to offer innovative, accessible and cost-
effective solutions for the handling and storage issues that most tablet manufacturers 
face every day,” said Cory Terry, Parts and Catalog Manager at Natoli Engineering.  
 
More About Our Toolboxes 
 
Tooling storage boxes are specifically designed to eliminate mishandling and tool 
damage. Boxes contain an easy lift-out tray, grooved lids for easy stacking, and 
recessed handles to ensure secure handling. Removable tray allows interchanging of 
“B” and “D” tooling (533/328-45 and 533/328-33 also available in standard cream color).  
 
 
Exterior Dimensions (LxWxH): 18x11x7 inches (457x279x178mm)  
 

-more- 



 

For general questions contact Natoli Engineering at: +1-636-929-8900. 
 

About Natoli 
 
Natoli is the innovative, global leader in tablet compression tooling manufacturing with 
sales representatives worldwide. Family owned and headquartered in St. Charles, 
Missouri, U.S., Natoli offers customers a multitude of products and services, including 
tablet compression tooling, replacement parts for most major tablet press brands, 
accessories, production and R&D tablet presses, tablet design software, technical 
training, metallurgy studies and more. 
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